Distribution of lung cell numbers and volumes between alveolar and nonalveolar tissue.
Although total cell number has been determined for the alveolar region of the lungs of many species, it has not been calculated for the nonalveolar lung tissues. The oriented structure of airways and vessels makes the numerical assessment of cells in nonalveolar tissues difficult. This has led many investigators to use the number of cells in the alveolar region as a direct estimate of total lung cell number. To determine the number of cells in the nonalveolar lung tissues, the lungs of eight rats weighing 230 to 380 g were inflation-fixed and embedded in araldite, and 1.5-microns serial sections of the entire left lobe were cut and stained with methylene blue for light microscopy. The sections were then uniformly point-counted using computer-controlled distances between the fields to determine the fraction of points falling on air, blood, cellular tissue, and noncellular tissue for both the alveolar and the nonalveolar regions. The total volume of cell nuclei in each compartment was determined, and the total number of cells was calculated by dividing the total nuclear volume by the mean cell nuclear volume. It was found that 87% of the lung volume was alveolar, of which 6% was tissue and contained 725 x 10(6) cells. The nonalveolar region constituted 13% of the lung volume, of which 23% was tissue and contained 250 x 10(6) cells. The average rat lung therefore contains 975,000,000 cells, of which 74% was in alveolar tissues and 26% in nonalveolar tissues. On the basis of assays of isolated lung cells, there is an average of 7 pg DNA/cell.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)